General Notes

1. This drawing emphasizes the TGC line product, specifically the VEILUX SUN TUNNEL Skylights. It outlines the installation and mounting process for a VEILUX TGC, installed in a 0-60 degree roof pitch. It includes information on the system's placement, orientation, and integration with the building's overall design.

2. The project's structural design and specification are for the installation of a single skylight, with additional guidance for similar projects. The VEILUX TGC is designed to be a window-to-ceiling light source, with a clear view of the outdoors. The installation process includes design, engineering, and code compliance.

3. General Notes:
   - Dimensions shown are nominal, unless otherwise noted.
   - Product specific dimensions are referenced in the VEILUX SKT Product Data Sheet Document.
   - Roof opening dimensions vary with roof slope. Roof opening dimensions are referenced in the TGC/VEILUX Installation Instructions.
   - VEILUX recommends installing TGC flashing as roof flashing or roof framing.